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L. On Skew Determinants. 
By T~o~as MUIR,  M.A., F.R.S.E.* 
1. "][-N 1855 it was proved by Brioschi~, and, it is said, 
J_  simultaneously by Cayl'ey, that any determinant of 
even order is expressible as a Pfaft]an. The restriction of the 
statement to even-ordered determinants has ince remained: 
] propose now to show that it may be done away with. 
2. In the Quarterly Journal of Mathematics for this month 
(p. 174) there is given a new form for the product of two de- 
terminants ; vlz. when the order is the third, we have 
~I ~2 ~3 
7~ 72 7~ 
3" 1 
x ~ 
X 2 ,T 3 
Z2 Z3 
a~ + x~ 
f3~ +y~ 
1 7~ + z~ 
2 ~ 71--z~ 
~I  - -  21 
ae 2+x~ a 34-x3 a 3 -x  3 a 2~x~ at~- -x  1 
72 "4- Z 2 73 + Z3 73 -- Z3 72 -- Z~ 71 -- Zl 
72 --  Z2 73 -- Z3 73 -l- Z3 ~/2 -5 Z 2 71  + Zl 
a~--X~ a~--.V3 =3+X~ a~,+X,~ a~+Xi 
If, in order to find from this an expression for the second 
power of a def~rminant, we put xl, x2, x3,. . .  =al ,  ~ ~3~... 
the result is nugatory ; but, making the columns of the second 
determinant the same as the rows of the first, we obtain 
{ ~7~ 12= 2-° 
#, +=2 2#~ 
71+a~ 72+~3 
0 "~-#1 
~3+71 ~3-71 ~2-~i 0 I 
273 0 ~'~-~3 7,-~3{ 
0 273 75 + f3~ Y1 + as { 
a3- -~1 a3"~t~/1 Ot2-'[-~1 2~: 1 • 
By changing the signs of the elemenfs in the last three rows 
and reversing the order of the six rows, the determinant be- 
comes skew ith respect o its zero-diagonal~ and hence, on 
* Communicated by the Author. 
t Crelle's Journal, lii. pp. 133-141. 
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392 Mr. T. Muir on Skew Determinants. 
extracting the square root of both sides, there results 
", "~ "~I  = I '}("~-~) ~("~-~',) ",}(,s+:,,) ~(,,~+~,) ,,~ 
~ ~ ~' 1 I ~(~,_~) ½(~+y~) ~, ~(~+.~) 
Similarly we have the determinant of the fourth order 
[ ait3~/a$4 [ equal to 
~(~3-~2) ½(~,-Z~) ~( ,+z~) ~(~3+~) t3~ 4(~+~,) I 
and it is seen to be generally true that any determinant is ex- 
pressible as a .Pfa~an. 
The Pfafllan, it may be noted, is symmetric with respect to 
its diagonal or axis. 
3. Brloschi's result for even-ordered determinants being 
different in character from that obtained in the above way, 
there is thus brought o light an identity between two Pfafflans 
~an identity leading to the theorem that a symmetric _Pfa~an 
of the 2nt/t order is expressible as a Pfq~an of t]te ntI~ order. 
4. Again, as the product of two determinants is expressible 
as a determinant i  a way different from that of § 2, and each 
of the said three determinants is expressible as a symmetric 
Pfafflan, it follows that the product of two symmetric _Pfa2~ans 
is expressible as a symmetric .Pfaffan. 
Other examples besides this of the application of our fun- 
damental theorem will readily present themselves. 
5. By skew or symmetric determinants re usually meant 
determinants which areskew or symmetric with respect to the 
principal diagonal, "skew" and "symmetr ic"  being con- 
trasted terms. There is, however, possible another kind of 
symmetry, and therefore also another kind of skewness, viz. 
with respect to the centre, or point of inbrsection of the two 
diagonals. 
In a centre-skew determinant, the ruth row from the be- 
ghinning with its elements reversed in order and their signs all 
canged, becomes the ruth row from the end. 
A centre-skew determinant of the 2nth order is equal in 
magnitude to the corresponding centro-symmetrio deferral- 
i 
. g.) 
(II.) 
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1V[r. T. Muir on Skew Determinants. 393 
nanf~ the sign-factor necessary for perfect equivalence being 
(--1)". 
These are self-evident propositions ; but when the order is 
the (2n + 1)th, the determinant possesses a property which is 
not so readily apparent. For shortness in writing let us take 
a s )ecial cas% the determinant of the 7th order, 
al aN aa a4 as a6 a7 
bl b2 ba b4 ba be b7 
cl ON C a C~ Ca Ce C7 
4 4 4 o, --da --dN --d, 
--071 --06 --ca --e4 --03 --e2 --01 
--b7 --be --ba --b4 --ba --b2 --bl 
--a~ --a a --aa --a~ --a~ --a~ --al 
or A~ say. 
I f  we increase each element of the first row by the corre- 
sponding element of the last row~ each clement of the second 
row by the corresponding element of the second row from the 
end, and each element of the third row b3 the corresponding 
element of the third row from the end, there results:-- 
A= 
a l - -a  7 aN- -a6  
bl--b, b~--b6 
Ol - -e  7 c~- -o  6 
dl d~ 
- -07  - -C  6 
--b7 --be 
--a7 --a6 
aa--a5 0 aa--aa a,--a2 a7--al 
ba--ba 0 bs--ba b6--b: bT--bl 
ca--c a 0 ca--ca c6--c~ cT--ct 
da a, --da --tin --d~ 
--ca --o~ --0 a --e~ --Ol 
--ba --b4. --ba -bN --bl 
--aa --a4 --aa --aN --al 
Treating this determinant in the same way, but dealing with 
columns instead of rows~ we have 
a l - -a  7 
bl--b7 
Cl~C 7 
A= d~ 
~C 7 
- -a  7 
a l~a 7 
=I bl--b7 
] C1~07 
as--a, aa--a5 
bN--be ba--b~ 
c~e 6 ca - -e  5 
dN d3 
--c6 --ca 
--b6 --bs 
- -a  6 - -a  s 
a2--a 6 a3--a s 
b2--b~ b~-b~ 
c2--cs ca--ca 
f.O 
--c4 
o 0 o 
o o o 
0 o o 
o o o 
- -C  3 -c  a - -02-e  6 --C I~C 7 
--ba--b5 --b~--b6 --bl'--b7 
--a4 --%--aa --a2--% --al--a7 
I--ca--e~ --c~--c6 --c1--c7 
x cox I--b~--b~ --b2--b~ --b~--b7 
[ |--aa--aa --a~--a6 --al--a7 
(III.) 
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394 M.H.  Becquerel's Experimental Investigations 
If ~----0, then A = 0; so that, corresponding to Cayley's 
theorem, "An odd-ordered eterminant which is skew with 
respect o a zero diagonal vanishes," we have an exact coun- 
terpart~ viz. "An odd-ordered determinant wldch is skew with 
respect to a zero centre vanis]~es." The later, to% may be 
proved exactly like the former, viz. by multiplying the ele- 
ments of every row by --], and thus showing that A_ - -A .  
But~ further, the product of the two determinants in (III.) 
is equal to 
al--a ~ a2--as a3--a 5 alTa 7 a2+a6 aaTa~ I 
(--1) 3 bl--b7 b2--b6 b~--b~ bl+b7 b~+b6 b~+b~ ,I
c l~c  7 c 2 -c  6 c a -c~ c 1+c  7 c~ +c  a c .~+c 5
and therefore 
(--1) ~ 
by Zehfuss's theorem, is equal to 
al a2 a8 a5 a6 a7 
bl 5 2 bs b~ ba br 
e 1 c 2 c3 c 5 c 6 c7 
c7 ca c~ c3 c~ cl 
b~ ba ba b3 ' 52 bl 
a7 a6 a5 a3 a2 al 
that is to say, is equal to the centre-skew determinant obtained 
from A by deleting the middle row and middle column. 
ttence the theorem--A centre-skew determinant of odd order is 
not altered by making all the elements of the middle row and 
middle column zero with the exception f tlte centre element. 
Instead of deducing this from (III.) we might reverse the 
order, viz. prove the theorem just enunciated by expanding A
according to binary products of the elements of the middle 
row and middle column, and then by means of this theorem 
establish (III.). 
Beechcroft, Bishopton, N. B., 
October 8, 1881. 
LI. J~xperimental Investigations on Magnetic Rotator2/_Polari- 
zation in Gases. By M. HENRI BECQUEREL. 
[Concluded from p. 324.J 
Discussion of the Sources of Error: Corrections. 
I N measurements so delicate as these abou~ to be recorded, itwas of the highest importance that the effect of the various 
disturbing causes proceeding from the apparatus itself should 
be most carefully studied and measured. Although the 
corrections which it was necessary to make in the results 
observed were very small, yet~ as they were of the same order 
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